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General
• we have a luminosity calibration for PbPb (LUM-18-001, soon preapproved). Do 

we want to use it? ie do we want to report cross sections instead of yields, or at 

least comment on this? 

• We do not believe that this is necessary, as what we are reporting can be 

thought of as a cross section times the luminosity (to get N_{z}) with other 

scale factors for the nuclear structure.  An appendix in the AN (appendix K) has 

been added discussing some other options, and why we believe they are 

completely equivalent to what we do here, but not preferred if you want more 

info. 

• shouldn't we discuss v2 results last in the paper? It is understood that Fig. 4 is 

the "money plot" and that showing it last gives it more emphasis, but now v2 and 

yields are mixed. Alternatively, v2 could be discussed first (as is done in the 

summary). 

• I have moved the v2 discussion to be first now. 

• Figures could be a bit bigger - we should enlarge them after all comments 

addressed to fill up the space 

• Yes, we will try to fill up the available space with the figures.  However, at this 

point we are already very tight on space for a PRL so we believe the figure 

sizes will not change drastically. 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/906631/
http://cms.cern.ch/iCMS/analysisadmin/cadilines?line=HIN-19-003&tp=an&id=2263&ancode=HIN-19-003
http://cms.cern.ch/iCMS/jsp/openfile.jsp?tp=draft&files=AN2019_122_v10.pdf


• When calculating significance, how realistic is the fully-correlated assumption? 

• The calculation of the significance has been overhauled to use a more realistic 

covariance matrix, which has resulted in the significance of the 0-90% 

deviation to go down to 1.5 sigma(the data is closer to uncorrelated than 

correlated).  Instead, we would like to focus on the peripheral region where the 

deviation is largest.  We calculate a significance of deviation from a flat line of 

2.1 sigma for 40-90%, and 2.8 sigma for the 70-90% point. 

• The AN has been updated with details and the statement in the paper have 

been updated. 
  

• We need the phase space on the plots 

• I have added a |y_{Z}|<2.1 label on the appropriate plots (the non-rapidity 

ones). 

• What is your definition of "signal"?  Is gamma* part of your signal?  Or just Z? 

• The interference from Gamma* is included in the signal. I have added once 

sentence to clarify this in the paper draft. 

Paper
• title: new constraints of initial states? (also l16, etc.) 

• I am not sure if I understand this comment.  We believe these results show 

new effects present in the initial state for hard probes in peripheral collisions, 

hence the title. 

• everywhere: replace N_COL with the more standard N_coll? 

• Changed 

• everywhere: consider \ell for leptons 



• Switched to \ell in the text.  It seems that TLatex doesn’t support \ell for figures 

though.  

• the N_MB value should be given somewhere 

• It is given around L50. 

• l2: shouldn't you use double quotation marks? " instead of ‘ 

• Changed to double quotes. 

• l2: “in a process” => “which is” 

• I have changed to a simpler sentence: “This is known as jet quenching 

\citation” 

• l13, 15: analyses -> measurements 

• Changed 

• l25-28: how can a measurement in PbPb lead to a breakthrough in pp? 

• As PbPb events get more peripheral the physics becomes more similar to pp 

collisions.  Many of the same issues we see for pp or pPb (problems with 

centrality calibration biases and stuff) are now seen in peripheral PbPb, and an 

understanding of these problems may be of use in these other systems. 

• l50: 11.31 +0.11-0.06 x 10^9 

• Changed.  Note that the Nmb number is now slightly different due to an update 

from the G.O. group. 

• l60 and caption of Table 1: write what is included in the uncertainties (model 

uncertainties, centrality and HF calibration, …) 

• Added  

• l65: list all processes in simulation (not "such as ttbar" -> write the full list). 



• Added W boson production here. 

• l70: there are several tunes in [23]. Need to specify that you are using CP5 

• Specified 

• l78: spacing issue in \approx 98 % 

• Added a thin space between approx and 98%. 

• l79: need more about electron ID. Is the ID specific to this result? How does it 

compare to ID in previous CMS papers (pp, HI)? What are the input variables? … 

• We believe this is too detailed for a short letter, particularly because we are 

already tight on space.  I have moved the location of references 27 and 28, 

which are the detector performance papers for Muons and Electrons, to be 

closer to the relevant lepton section so it is more clear that these reference 

should be checked.  A quick scan of the references shows that the variables 

used are fairly similar, although the working points are different because of the 

application of TMVA. 

• l88: ref for the electron energy scale correction? details about the procedure? 

• I have added a reference (same as ref 27 above).  It appears that they do a 

similar rescaling of the energy scale in pp. 

• paragraph l95: need to define acceptance and efficiency. 

• Because we are pressed on space, I do not want to belabor this point too 

much.  I have clarified that the efficiency is due to lepton quality selections and 

detector inefficiencies, and added a sentence describing what the acceptance 

correction accounts for (daughters falling outside the lepton kinematic cuts we 

specify). 

• l100: some may argue that Z boson hadroproduction is a QCD process... 

rephrase (QCD-induced hard process? or something else) 



• Changed to ‘QCD initiated’ hard processes. 

• l108: I think you're discussing a process where the photons are emitted 

coherently by the Pb nucleus (this is where there is a Z^2 enhancement in the 

EM field), not from the protons. 

• I have updated this section a bit to reflect this. 

• l112: A is not a great notation for acoplanarity (confusion with atomic number). 

A_phi? 

• Changed to A_phi 

• l116: this background -> you mean the remaining background still passing the 

dilepton pt and acoplanarity cuts? please clarify 

• No, this is the total contribution of all events identified as background relative to 

the total yield before it is removed.  I have clarified in the paper. 

• l135: would be good to give upper limit on uncertainties (up to xx%) 

• These uncertainties are remarkably flat versus centrality, so the numbers given 

there are quite representative of most bins in the measurement.  I am hesitant 

to put ‘less than XX’ because there are a few bins (forward y region) where the 

uncertainties are a bit larger, but I feel that reporting these larger values would 

be misrepresenting what this uncertainty is for most of the analysis bins. 

• l138: acceptance uncertainty: description is confusing, need to explain better 

what you are doing (refer to prescription for Hessian sets, cite a CTEQ paper or 

PDF4LHC?) 

• I have specified that this is calculated using the different Hessian error sets, 

and cited the PDF4LHC Run 2 recommendation paper, which refers to the 

Hessian procedure. 

• l144: not clear how you get to this 1.5%. cut variation? not good!! or something 

else? 



• It comes from the cut variations, I have tried to clarify in the paper.  See our 

other comment on the cut variation 

• l148: unfolding should have been introduced earlier. Also, need to account for 

other sources of syst in unfolding. Detfficiency in generator model (pt/y spectrum, 

centrality dependance...)? Simulation issues (mismodelling of scale, resolution, 

…)? 

• We have bumped up the discussion of the unfolding in the paper a bit earlier 

• We believe these effects have already been considered if relevant: 

• Any centrality dependence is already accounted for in the filling of the 

response matrix, as the MC is weighted to reproduce the data centrality.  In 

general the muon resolution has no centrality dependence and the electron 

resolution is corrected by smearing the MC to data.  We have seen that the 

scale uncertainties effect on the spectra in this analysis are much much smaller 

(<0.1%) than other relevant uncertainties, such as the statistical component of 

the response matrix.  

• The MC is weighted to be closer to the data spectrum, and a variation is 

performed which changes the spectrum shape within the uncertainties of the 

data.  This uncertainty is fairly small, as the largest deviation was found to be 

0.5%. 

• The largest component to the unfolding uncertainty (particularly in the low-pt 

and high-pt region) is easily the statistical uncertainty on the response matrix, 

which is calculated using 1000 toy response matrices in a bootstrapping 

method. 

• l156: no "such as", list explicitly all correlations accounted for 

• The correlations are: Nmb, TAA, centrality, and acceptance.  I have specified 

this now. 

• l157: "compatible with" -> quantify (global chi2, or "within N standard deviations”) 



• The data are within less than 1.5 standard deviations of each other for all data 

points in this paper.  We have added this into the paper draft. 

• l159: CT14+EPPS16, not EPPS16 

• Changed 

• l167: do you really need to invoke NLO? EPPS and nCTEQ are also quite 

different for quarks (valence and sea) 

• I have removed ‘NLO’ here.  Our studies indicate that the high-pt differences 

are mostly due to the gluon contribution here, as the low-pt contributions are 

extremely similar despite them involving valence and sea quarks. 

• Fig. 1: would be nice to show a pp PDF too (CT14?) 

• We fear that adding CT14 could just make the figure more cluttered.  Because 

it is already well known from pPb that free nucleon pdfs aren’t great for heavy 

ions, we do not see the value of making this comparison if it clutters the rest of 

the paper.  

• Fig. 1: could add 2.1<|y|<2.4 points? maybe with different marker size to show 

that this is muon only 

• Added  

• figures are too small! 

• We will make the figures as large as possible, but we are limited on space for a 

PRL. 

• Figs. 1-2: where are the TAA and NMB uncertainties? need to specify in the 

caption 

• The Nmb uncertainties are included in the systematic boxes for the data, like 

they are everywhere else (they are small).  Here the TAA uncertainties were 

not shown on the models (TAA is not used for the data here) based on an 



earlier comment, but I have now added them back into the model error bands. 

• l178: also, Z bosons are produced early, before momentum anisotropies in the 

QGP (if they were produced at the freezeout, even insensitive to final effects, 

they would show a v2) 

• Yes, I have added a short addition to mention this. 

• l181: so we're mixing TAA-scaled yields and a cross section? see generic 

comment 

• Yes, we believe this is the best way to present the results.  See the other 

comment. 

• l183: not a fan of writing than data agree with a prediction. consistent with? 

• Changed to ‘consistent’ 

• l190: ref for this expectation? 

• This comes from the HG-PYTHIA paper.  I have added a reference (although it 

is also cited 2 sentences later). 

• l196: different notation for the version compared to l69 

• Made these consistent 

• l201: need to clarify what these "significances" mean... esp. that with HG-

PYTHIA. chi2 probability? are systs taken into account (they should)? 

• This has been slightly rewritten to try to clarify.  The significances account for 

all uncertainties (stat+syst) and are calculated from taking the chi2 probability 

and converting to an interval within a gaussian distribution. 

• does HG-PYTHIA include nPDF effects? How big are they for this observable? 

same question with isospin effects (pp vs nn vs pn elementary collisions) 

• Yes, RAA is calculated with HG-PYTHIA and then scaled by sigma_{NN}^Z to 

get the curve on the figure.  The sigma_NN^{Z} value has isospin and nPDF 



effects included (but they are fairly small). 

• how is centrality estimated with HG-PYTHIA? 

• It is estimated using the CMS-style pT in the range from 3<eta<5, but the exact 

details of this were not found to significantly affect the HG-PYTHIA curve, so 

we would not like to bring up these details in the paper in order to save space. 

• Fig. 4: the bottom panel should also show the ratio to a flat line 

• We disagree that this ratio should also be shown in the bottom panel, as the 

inclusive value of the data is already very close to the flat line (so a ratio would 

only be a very tiny shift compared to the data points already shown in the top 

panel).  This will also cause the bottom panel to be more cluttered. 

• l219: need short comment on y and pt results 

• Have added a short comment. 

• l219: the term “nuclear thickness function” only appears here!  Needs to be 

defined earlier. 

• Changed to ‘appropriately scaled Z boson yields’ to try to avoid having to 

explain TAA again in the summary. 

• l225: no acronym in summary: QGP -> quark gluon plasma 

• Changed to ‘hot medium’ effects 

AN
• l121: this eff+contamination is for 0-90% only right? 

• I thought this was the case, but it is actually 0-100%.  0-90% is fully efficient. I 

have clarified in the AN. 



• l183: any hint on what can cause these data/MC tensions? is anything done 

about them? 

• The eta binning shown here is narrower than the electron TnP binning, which 

was done separately for the EB and EE sub detectors.  Thus, with the 

resolution shown here the two distributions should not be expected to agree 

with each other perfectly after the TnP corrections.  We do not do anything 

further to this distribution as the nonclosure is restricted to a few bins and 

should be accounted for with the fairly sizable electron TnP uncertainties. 

• Figure 5.  Why 70-90% has larger negative tail in the mass? 

• The contribution of EM events relative to the real Z events is larger in this bin 

than in other bins.  The true EM events tend to favor slightly lower masses, as 

can be seen in the similar plot that has the various contributions broken up (Fig 

18 right hand side) 

• Data cross checks for acceptance: take muon events, apply electron-like 

acceptance cut, and see if the resulting efficiency map looks similar to what you 

see for electron MC 

• We have done this check and see similar structures as what is seen in the 

electron channel (i.e. non-flat efficiency and a slightly lower efficiency in the 

negative rapidity region).  We believe this qualitative cross check reinforces our 

conclusion that these shapes come from the detector coverage of the ECAL.  A 

plot has been added in the AN. 

• Please add a precise definition of the efficiency (like a formula with numerator 

and denominator).  Also same for acceptance a bit later 

• These have been added. 

• Why is efficiency for electron lower in very peripheral? 

• This inefficiency is in the region of 90-100%, which is actually not used in this 

analysis at all.  We have updated the plot to only show 0-90% to avoid 



confusion. 

• When constructing Z maps, why do you limit |y_Z| to be up to |eta_l|?  How much 

statistics do you lose by doing this? 

• It is extremely rare to have a gen Z w/ |y_Z|>2.4 but both leptons having |

eta_l|<2.4.  In our muon MC sample, I count 61 out of 1606343 instances, 

so this is a negligible effect. 

• Need some 2D pt-A plots for signal and background here.  Just one example, 

then the rest stay in section F 

• I have added a copy of the signal and background distributions for the dimuon 

channel here. 

• l195: you write that the efficiency is parametrised in 3D. do you mean binned? 

• Yes, changed. 

• Fig. 6: what is the size of the MC stat. uncertainty in each of these bins? in other 

words, are the small variations due to statistical fluctuations or real effects? 

• In the 2D plots shown, the worst statistical precision is in the high-pt high 

rapidity corner, which has an uncertainty of around 10%, although this 

quickly falls to <5% in more central rapidity and lower pTs.  Thus, is it likely 

the differences here are statistics fluctuations. We note that the 

measurements we do are not 2D, and integrate over either pT and rapidity or 

both, so the total statistical uncertainty is much smaller (and has been 

accounted for in Fig 28/29). 

• Fig. 8: I am counting 8*14*20 = 2240 bins. Do you have enough MC events in all 

of these bins? What is the least populated bin? 

• Our MC sample has around 350k Z’s per channel.  To make a nice plot, the 1D 

centrality plot has finer bins than what is used in the final table, which merges 

together the larger more peripheral bins (for example 4 bins are merged for 

50-70 and 4 for 70-90%).  A quantification of the MC stat uncertainty is included 



in the total uncertainties, and is shown in Fig 28 and 29 as the orange line.  In 

general it is <1%, but can be around 2-4% for very forward electrons (where 

we have low efficiency). 

• Fig. 8: for electrons, the eta gap between EB and EE and the HE removal are 

counted in the efficiency (eff=0 in these regions), correct? 

• Yes, the HE removal and gap are considered as ‘efficiency’ effects and not 

acceptance effects.  Here, we define acceptance as resulting from the |eta|<2.1 

(2.4) and pT>20 GeV cuts. 

• Fig. 8: do you understand the efficiency drop for peripheral events for electrons? 

• This inefficiency is in the region of 90-100%, which is actually not used in this 

analysis at all.  We have updated the plot to only show 0-90% to avoid 

confusion. 

• Fig. 9 and l248: the SS/OS ratio is up to more than 5 times larger in data than in 

MC at high pt. Have you investigated further to be sure if this is coming from 

backgrounds or mismodelling in MC? If the former, have you tried using the 

charge-flip proba from data and checked what the impact is on the results? 

• The SS/OS ratio is expected to be larger in data than in MC because the 

data includes legitimate QCD backgrounds + charged-flips in the numerator, 

while the MC includes ONLY charge flipped Z bosons in the numerator.  

Based on the muon SS distribution that has negligible charge flipping 

(contribution shown in the right hand side of Fig 15), the legitimate QCD 

background is in the pT region from 5-100 GeV, which is consistent with what 

we see in for this enhancement in the electrons.  Thus, we do not believe 

there is a reason to believe there is a large mismodeling, and believe current 

uncertainty is sufficient to account for any differences in the charge flipping 

between data and MC. 

• cut variations on EM rejection: not great. What are you trying to model? If 

possible remaining bkg in passing events, better try to esimate it (e.g. scale 



STARLIGHT to the pt distribution without cut). If possible mismodelling of 

acoplanarity and pt in MC@NLO, check these variables in data? 

• Unfortunately it is difficult to compare the background data and MC because 

there are extremely few counts of this background in the peripheral region.   

• This cut variation largely checks how different the distributions in data and MC 

are for the signal; in an ideal world the extra removed signal would be 

corrected back to gen regardless of where the cut is.  As we vary the signal 

efficiency differences between data and MC are probed, so we still feel this is a 

reasonable systematic uncertainty. 

• Note that the cut variations are fairly large, (i.e. going from 80 to 99% 

background rejection in MC), but the resulting uncertainty is fairly small, which 

indicates that our result is robust against this uncertainty.  You can see from Fig 

57 in the AN that the cut locations can be significantly expanded without 

changing the result by more than 1 count, because of the sparsity of the counts 

in the 70-90% bin 

• Tables 8-9: this is after EM rejection cut? Still a sizeable EM contamination! 

• These tables are for all the candidates before the backgrounds are subtracted, 

so that is the total EM contribution that is removed, not the remaining amount.  

I have clarified in the AN. 

• l308 and following: non-standard, imprecise way to subtract MC-based 

backgrounds! better directly subtract yields predicted from MC (no ratio to data) 

• We have changed to use the predicted yields to from MC (after scaling with 

TAA and Nmb) instead of a ratio to data now, but this does not strongly affect 

the results because these backgrounds are so small. 

• l315: why not subtract MC backgrounds from SS data before subtraction? 

• Although it is possible that MC backgrounds can contribute SS pairs, this is a 

small secondary effect to the total SS contribution (we checked the W+Jet 

contamination to the SS pairs during the ARC review and it was on the order of 

0.1% of the total candidate yield).  Such an effect is significantly smaller than 



the total uncertainty of this analysis, so we elect to not correct for this. 

• Fig. 12 and following: where is the EM bkg coming from? how is it estimated? 

• The EM background comes from gamma gamma -> dilepton events, and is 

estimated by looking at the candidate pT and Acoplanarity distributions, as 

described in L274-L300 of the AN. 

• Fig. 22: value of the ratio in the first bin for electrons? 

• The figure has been updated to show this, the value was just outside the range 

of the plot at 1.8. 

• Section 8 (v2): any track cuts? HF tower selection? bias studies and closure in 

MC? associated systs? 

• There are no HF tower selections, and the tracks are taken from 0.3-3 GeV.  

According to Wei, the Q vectors from these detectors have been found to be 

very robust against selection changes, so these selections aren’t an issue.  

The Q vectors are already calibrated to be recentered in data, so there 

should not be detector-related bias as it is corrected in a data-driven manor.   

• Section 9.11: list explicitly all systs and write which is correlated or not between 

ele and mu. You do account for the stat uncertainty in the cov matrix for BLUE do 

you? Need to describe how you get to separated stat and syst uncertainties in 

the combined result. 

• The TAA, Nmb, HF/centrality, and acceptance uncertainties are treated as fully 

correlated.  All other uncertainties are uncorrelated. 

• We do account for the stat uncertainty.  I have expanded on how the stat and 

systematic uncertainties are calculated.  BLUE gives the total uncertainty of the 

measurement, and also weights for combining the two inputs to give the central 

value.  The weights can also be used to calculate the statistical component of 

the final data point because the statistical uncertainties are uncorrelated.  This 

statistical component is subtracted in quadrature from the total uncertainty 



(from BLUE) to get the systematic component. 

• Line 423 -- why is fully correlated conservative?  What about anti-correlated? 

• If they were anticorrelated, the systematic variations would cause a 

cancellation which would cause the uncertainty to be smaller than the an 

uncorrelated assumption (close to the nominal case).  Thus, fully correlated 

assumption gives a larger uncertainty and is more conservative.  We also 

believe this is more realistic because the largest uncertainties are related to 

reconstruction/tracking which seems to have a centrality-dependent component 

that can affect both leptons across the event in a similar fashion. 

• Line 464 -- do you have studies to support the statement? 

• From Table 8, the backgrounds are a ~1% contribution to the total number of 

candidates in this analysis.  Even under a very conservative assumption that all 

backgrounds have a v2 of 10% (similar to collective charged hadrons), this 

would shift the total v2 by 0.001, which is already less than the uncertainty from 

the centrality variation.  Furthermore, there is no good reason to believe that 

the gamma gamma -> ll contribution should have any correlation with the 

reaction plane because it is an EM process related to incoming photons, so the 

v2 from this component is probably much less than 10%.  Finally, there is not a 

good way to subtract these components because the backgrounds are by 

definition uncorrelated with the Hydjet underlying event due to the embedding 

process, so our MC model will most likely give a v2 of 0 for these backgrounds 

anyways. 

• Channel combination -- more details needed!!! 

• I have added a reference and a bit more explanation. 

• Fig. 30 would be nice to have on CMS public page 

• We can add it to a supplementary file. 



• l548: fully correlated systs is too aggressive! Can't you do a more refined 

assumption based on individual correlations assumed in Tables 10-11? 

• To be clear, the correlations discussed in Tables 10-11 are the correlations 

between the two daughter muons from any given Z decay (which will happen at 

the same centrality).  The relevant correlations for the purposes of calculating 

the chi2 here is the correlations of the uncertainty in centrality space (i.e. 

between different Z’s in different events).  We can make similar assumptions of 

leptons sharing TnP centrality bins having correlated statistical errors.  We 

assume the systematic errors are uncorrelated now, however. 

• The calculation of the significance has been overhauled to use a more realistic 

covariance matrix, which has resulted in the significance of the 0-90% 

deviation to go down to 1.5 sigma(the data is closer to uncorrelated than 

correlated).  Instead, we would like to focus on the peripheral region where the 

deviation is largest.  We calculate a significance of deviation from a flat line of 

2.1 sigma for 40-90%, and 2.8 sigma for the 70-90% point. 

• The AN has been updated with details and the statement in the paper have 

been updated. 

• the chi2 is computed before combining the electron and muon channels? need to 

write it explicitly. btw what is the chi2 between the electron and muon 

measurements? (accounting for correlations in systs) 

• Yes, but I also calculated using the combined data points and the significances 

do not change a large amount (around 0.1 sigma difference).  I expect this is 

because the precision of the measurement is largely driven by the muon 

channel, with the electron channel only providing moderate addition info due to 

the lower precision.  Each data point is within less than 1.44 standard 

deviations of each other (with most points being <1 sigma). 

• how do you account for model uncertainties (nPDF, etc.) when computing the 

chi2 values? 

• The model uncertainty is 0.8% from sigma_{NN}^{Z}, which is dominated by 

the nPDF uncertainty (the scale uncertainties are negligible compared to this).  



This is included in the covariance matrix as a fully correlated uncertainty 

between all data points. 

• Section D: The way to conclude that is to smear y by 1% and take ratio to 

nominal and show that the change in spectra is much smaller than reco 

uncertainty.  Would be good to include the plots in this section 

• This plot is now included in the appendix and the difference is very very small 

compared to the reco uncertainty. 

Presentation and discussion

• Page 11: why di-electron efficiency not symmetric in rapidity? 

◦ A: HEM hole! 

• Page 5: has ATLAS compared just the cross-section?  Ya, pp cross-section does 

not depend on centrality.  OK 

• Page 24 (Z pt): Would be good to have pp here, maybe in the ratio things may 

cancel out 

• We do not feel that this is within the scope of this CADI, but could be an 

interesting follow-up study to be done in the future. 

• Page 15: What happens in the very off-diagonal bins?  Is there a mass cut here? 

◦ A: Yes, there is a cut on the mass here.  I haven’t investigated in detail.  

It's like 1e-4 compared to the diagonal. 



◦ These candidates seem to be poorly matched with the gen candidate, but 

this comes from ~6 out of over a million candidates, so we do not believe 

this is an issue. 

• Page 21: Why HF systematics different for ee and mumu? 

◦ A: We have three different centrality calibrations, and we vary and look at 

differences.  In some cases the number of counts is small.  So some of 

these are statistical fluctuations. 

◦ If we know they should be the same, can we combine them? 

◦ A: might be possible. 

◦ We do not think there should be a difference between channels for this 

systematic.  We have averaged the two channel’s systematics such that 

there is greater statistics, which smooths out the dependence in peripheral 

bins. 

◦ (Offline) other suggestion to get rid of statistical fluctuations: study in MC, 

and / or resample data 

 

• Page 21: why both eta 2.1 here? 

◦ A: muon should be 2.4 on this plot 

◦ A: restrict the rapidity of Z boson for combination, not leptons 

• Page 12: charge swapping rate? 

◦ A: 0.6% in MC. 



• Page 26: where does the 4.4 sigma come from? 

◦ A: It's a combination of all the points.  But with some assumptions.  See 

Page 41 

◦ This has been overhauled, see other comments. 

• You have the sign off from stat comm? 

◦ A: unfolding yes.  significance calculation not yet 

◦ Please do check with them! 

◦ We have asked the stat comm to sign off on the significance calculations 

• Page 25: figure 3 need to add ATLAS paper ref on the plot 

• Have added the ref to the legend now 

• Page 11: why large dependence in y for leptons? 

◦ A: Barrel and endcap performance are very different. 

◦ It would be good to show an efficiency map for single electrons.  Also, 

show the same efficiency for both electrons in the barrel (produce BB, EB, 

EE efficiency plots) 

◦ The single electron efficiencies can be found from the EGamma 

mini-POG’s slides on their TnP studies, for example sl. 15:  https://

twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMS/HiEgamma2019/

HIN_electrons_PbPb2018_SFs_final.pdf 

◦ EE EB and BB plots have been added to the AN.  The efficiency is 

very flat for ‘BB’ Z bosons, and is lower for forward Z’s that have 

daughters going into the endcaps.  This causes the y dependence. 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMS/HiEgamma2019/HIN_electrons_PbPb2018_SFs_final.pdf
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMS/HiEgamma2019/HIN_electrons_PbPb2018_SFs_final.pdf
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMS/HiEgamma2019/HIN_electrons_PbPb2018_SFs_final.pdf


• Page 25: where is the box on the inclusive point? 

◦ A: it's just very tiny  

• We can’t call it a p-value because we’re lacking an alternative hypothesis to do 

proper hypothesis testing. Maybe “chi2 probability”? 

• Changed to chi2 probability. 

• Page 25: ATLAS systematics is so much larger than us! 

◦ A: That was 2010, they are not up to date with the best methods.  For 

example, we use 3-subevent, ATLAS was doing event plane method 

• Page 26: difference between TAA-scaled yields (normalised with N_MB) and 

cross sections (normalised with luminosity). Have you compared the two? Even 

just a short comment in the paper would be nice 

◦ A: not checked yet 

◦ We have explored this in Appendix K of the AN, but do not feel like this is 

any better than what we currently do, so we have not changed our 

strategy. 

• Page 26: what is the input of this HG-PYTHIA?  How centrality?  How nPDF? 

◦ A: It's an overlay of Pythia with numbers determined by Glauber and 

HIJING.  We calculate RAA first and then scale things up.  Centrality is 

done in a consistent manner to CMS (Total PT in 3 < |eta| < 5).  It doesn't 

matter to the result anyhow. 

• Page 13: have you tried to use a different way to do this uncertainty? 

◦ A: cuts are chosen based on background rejection 



◦ See our comment on this in the EM section of the AN comment 

ARC

• Physics content and paper improved since preapproval 

• Smooth ARC review 

Other Items: 

I notice a very small update was made to the Glauber values related to the HF smearing 

since I last pulled them.  I have updated to the latest ones, but the results are nearly 

unchanged.  The 0-5% data point moved up a little bit relative to the other data points 

however. 

We will update the lumi number in the draft with an uncertainty when it is finalized with 

the LUMI group. 


